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COMPANY OVERVIEW
Fresh Haystack, a division of CANDA Solutions, is a modular case management solution
created from years of experience deploying generic case management systems that were
expensive, difficult to navigate, costly, and slow to implement. With a dedication to
“Getting Things Done,” we knew there had to be a better way to gain clarity across the
many existing departmental data silos.
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HOW WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Case Management Solutions
Enterprise Industrial Security
Enterprise Personnel Security
Enterprise Investigations Management
Enterprise Workforce Risk Management
▸ Risk / Threat Assessments
▸ Continuous Evaluation
▸ Insider Threat
▸ CounterIntelligence

COMPANY DATA

which enables up-to-date alignment of policy and
software, keeping our customers on the forefront
of the latest risk mitigation methods and
techniques. We provide a way to analyze, process,
adjudicate, store, and trend information of interest
in a safe and secure manner.

BENEFITS

Privately Held Small Business
National Capital Region Headquarters

ABOUT CANDA
CANDA provides Workforce Risk Management
solutions that enable whole-person, contextual
visibility and threat mitigation opportunities. Our
public and private sector work experience
positions us to support the missions of the
Warfighter, the National Security workforce, and
Corporate entities.

CANDA has deep security domain experience

● Protecting:
▸ Corporate Brand
▸ Intellectual Property
▸ Trade Secrets
▸ Legal Liabilities
▸ Data Leaks
▸ Proprietary Assets
● Compliance
● Privacy
● Configurable Risk Model
● Behavioral Analytics
● Federated Data Providers
● Cloud-based
● Security as a Service
● ROI
● Flexible Licensing

Instant Velocity with a Fresh Approach
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ENTERPRISE INDUSTRIAL SECURITY
Fresh Haystack is a “game-changer”, as some of our clients
have described it post implementation. A comprehensive,
logically structured, user friendly case management
system, Fresh Haystack (FH) is a paperless, workflow-based
and automated Case Management solution built for the
specific purpose of streamlining the complex Industrial
Security management process. FH was built to cut cost,
increase efficiency and productivity, enable automation
and deliver visibility into the security clearance process.
FH brings clarity to candidates, security personnel,
adjudicators, investigators and internal auditors. Our
modular system is easy to implement, allowing for a rapid,
staged deployment with follow-on releases of enhanced
features to accommodate program breadth, secure
integration needs and evolving requirements.
Regarding the future of the Personnel Security Domain, Fresh Haystack is the only product on the
market today addressing the end-to-end lifecycle of Industrial / Personnel Security. Fresh Haystack
combines Suitability, Collateral, SCI Security, Network & Cyber Security, Continuous Evaluation with
Insider Threat, and Investigations Management on any device. Fresh Haystack is a, true, single platform to
secure the entire human supply chain.
ACCELERATE THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SECURITY CLEARANCE PROCESS

Fresh Haystack makes it easy to accelerate candidates and employees through the security clearance
process and easily organize, manage and track all associated artifacts and data. Gain acceleration
through automation.
GIVE YOUR SECURITY TEAM THE BEST TOOLS IN THE GAME

Your Security Team will no longer fight with messy spreadsheets, hanging email and outdated software
that slows them down. With Fresh Haystack, they can process candidates fast and error free, so your
company can have satisfied customers and be more profitable.
GAIN TOP-LINE REVENUE, REDUCE BENCH-TIME, AND MAXIMIZE CLASSIFIED POSITION PROFITABILITY

Leverage Fresh Haystack to fill classified positions across your portfolio of contracts ~24 business days
sooner than industry average. An extra 192 hours per new-hire makes a significant impact to the
business.

Instant Velocity with a Fresh Approach

